HSC2021
HELCOM Stakeholder Conference 2021
“Practically Implementing Ecosystem-Based Management”
Online – 11 March 2021

100 participants
from all over the
Baltic Sea region,
split in three groups

Participants: high
level of expertise on
EBM, from various
organizations
(government,
academia, NGOs…)

Three stations, three
partners
Policy (HELCOM),
science (SwAM) and
society (CCB)
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HELCOM EA roadmap
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increases acceotability

The main
menu to
access the
function
alities should
addition
be to your
al menu
left. An
will popan item
up when
from the
selecting
main menu.
Press "space"
or click
move it
on the board
around
to
To zoom,
either use
the scrolling
your mouse,
wheel of
press the
the navigati
"+" or "-"
keys, or
on
use
The navigat menu.
ion menu
bottom
should be
right. There,
to your
you can
zoom, jump
adjust the
to a speciﬁc
To select
section
multiple
etc.
elements,
To group
press "shift".
elemen
ts, select
then "group
multiple
objects"
items,
in the popCancel your
up menu
last move?
actions
with "Ctrl"+" You can undo
your
Z" or
at the top
of the window using the arrows
.

station

- recap card

Funding or other
to
ﬁnancial instruments
contain
the
competitiveness of
business sector after
implementation of

More research
funds for
speciﬁc EBM

3 Case studies
in Sweden to
ﬁnd out what
is EBF for
real!?!

Voluntary
commitments when
waiting for
regulations to come
into place (may also

to
Project-based approach
across
the implementation
Ministries (at national
level). Cross-ministerial
cooperation with
representatives from

HELCOM:
some more
detailed
guiding
principles

transboundary
ecosystem
management and

Funding and research

Concrete studies
that can show the
long and short
term costs and
beneﬁts of EBM

level)

ns
mmendatio
Action reco

Society

Tips

HELCOM: Provide
policy solutions
knowing regional
and national
limitations

educators

Dialogue
with the
key actors

HELCOM as
common ground to
set agenda for

adjustments

Existing laws and
policies are good
and well deﬁned,
but
implementation is

Stakeholder
engagement &
keeping them
informed

other processes

Involving
citizens at all
levels, involving
schools and

stakeholder
group

HELCOM:
stakeholder
education on
EBM matters,
ocean literacy

implementation
starts

We really need a
new common
plan for salmon
but also other
speciies in the
Baltic Sea.

Don't put nature
next to other sectors
- it is the basis for
every other activity,
so include it in

Bussiness cases,
best practices and
is needed

pioloting
to provide concrete
proof and support
for EBM

involve
educators
(teachers) into

institutional or political
level. (Public agencies,
ministries)

measures

2015_MEPS_Triage
approach.pdf
Present a practical
what
approach to navigate
is
kind of economic analyse
needed in diﬀerent
situations. This approach
to
would be interesting
apply in a MSFD context.

card
Group A - recap
scientists
Bring in social

Training
izen science

of
Enhance transformation
and
information on targets
tools so as not to lose
tempo and focus when

research

Increase transparency
on the solutions (re
decisions that go ahead
behind closed doors);
of
overall transparency
decision making -

card
Group A - recap
other actors:
of science and
Integration
Creating forums

Stakeholders need
to be part of the

HELCOM:closer
link between
monitoring and

stepping stones
needed, at
smaller intervals,
to allow for

Think and
manage
upstream: from
source t sea,
ridge to reef

but not individual
sectors

UNDERSTANDING POLICIES
&STRUCTURAL ISSUES

Addressing tradeoﬀs
with e.g. ecosystem
accounting - but need
to be wary of reducing
everything to monetary
value/taking, re
ecosystem services

Type something

A system needs to be
to
developed and in place
handle that
will
implementation of EBM
carry costs for some
stakeholders and beneﬁts
for others and this needs

Applicable and
practical
solutions /
technical and
technological

EBM

for all activities
to be taken

Work on solution
level with locally
relevant partners
when implementing
policy - beyond
politics, business,
science, CSO

Setting up an
inter-ministerial
and cluster
taskforce to deal
with EBM at the
national level

Identifying the
actors for
implementing

Voting sticke
rs
(one per
participant)

HELCOM

sustainability
isclose together,
and should
appeal to people

and practical solutions

More knowledge
needed on EBM,
same way of
thinking across,

& VIEWS
INCOMPLETE POLICIES

urgently needed
but there are no
positions for this.

added value

start for ownership
of the processes:
resources need to
be allocated (time,

Social and
environmental

good
Scitizen science is a
way to engage the public
and give them ownership
of EBM, as well as provision
information to support
implementation EBM

Cross-sectoral
management
to account for
multiple issues

areas
between local
ing of
ic understand
- Need holist
stems
marine ecosy

communicate
on what EBM
is: aim of the
SwAM project

and communicate
about it. Lack of
best practices

the stakeholder
s

Increasing
awareness about
issues to a
broader society by

More innovative
communication
reaching people
beyond the
standard channels
and key target
groups

Rewarding:
tes should take
research institu
ment of
t the involve integration,
into accoun
We need policy
in
e.g. MSFD/HELCOM
researchers
need other
objectives (e.g.
ement
support
policy/manag policies tofor
the
movement towards
ission)
Comm
M
HELCO
environmental/ecosystem
ial
goals.
of ﬁnanc
distribution
ous
analog
an
in
resources (i.e.
s
is done for article
way to what
ts funded)
projecConﬂicting
published and

involving
stakeholders in
research projects.

misconception of
what EBM actually
is: ﬁll the concept,

Communication
of challenges to

There is a need to
acknowledge the
uncertainty associated
with EBM
implementation, both
to
for policy needs and
keep stakeholder trust

diﬀerent line ministries

card
Group B - recap
ation
cy-society integr
Science-poli
improved
needs to be
ton across these
Communica
to productive
key
is
s
group
science

Thinking
broader about
engaging with
multiple actors

Increasing literacy linking to overcoming
silos - e.g. land sea

long run

of
Policy is not an evolution
can
previous policies and
bring new topics and
with
challenges to the table
in
very little underpinning
infrastucture or framework.

Bring the sciencepolicy interphase
closer to science
and research by

Clearly
deﬁning
responsibilities

and
Improved integration
communication across
,
disciplines at universities
tools,
e.g. identify shared
ds
metho
and
ach
appro
use
across diciplines and
ring
this as a basis for explo
common ground

Levels and
scales are
importa
Integrat
nt.
ion of top
down and
Working
bottom
on smaller
up .
levels. A
should be
structur
implemente
e
possible
d to mak
to happen
e it
.
EX of Finla
nd : Prim
e minister
charge of
oﬃce is
maritim
in
e work and
EBM. Cros
is linked
s sectors
to
are working
Informa
tion in EBM
together
.
, spread
if it's diﬃ
in society
cult conc
even
ept. Tha
explaine
t should
d in an easy
be
way.
Sell bett
er EBM with
using stor
Highlight
ytelling.
beneﬁts
of
EBM
To start
.
with som
ething, have
pilot proj
BSAP as
ect for EBM
a
.
Structur
e of Helc
om, thin
removin
k about
g/chang
ing things
working
if they are
well.
not
Make sure
that peo
ple in wor
are working
king area
all together
s
and coop
erating.

level, supported
by clear division
of tasks.

policy
Initial request from
by
makers, conducted
s, with
academia/universitie
impulse from NGOs

HELCOM should
have a stronger
role in supporting
issues as an
advisory body:
national interests

Group A

Bring the sciencepolicy interphase
down to the local

on
Educating policy makers
but
EBM: both in Ministries,
also at local government
level.

target the gap in
the workmarket,
i.e. the exprtise is

Use a tag or label to
indicate products that
the
are produced using
EBM pproach to
indicate this for
consumenrs and give

translated into

management and that
is
acceptance of results

opposing interests

many planners
come from land,
but may not have
the necessary
marine expertise

Go beyond
standard
formats and
target groups

engaged

communicate
on what EBM
is: aim of the
SwAM project

and

also in
involve stakeholders
to
the science and research
be
ensure the results can

EBM needs to be "sold"
as
better to the society,
being beneﬁcial in the

lack of
consideration
of the
environment

new things

clear
Estabishe long term
lines of communication
and networks to share
information on pilot
these
studies, and ensure
network provide enough
added value to the
particiants to keep them

Media
education
platform

environmental
protection

and ideas.

hogher

Technical

Lack of
enforcement
for BSAP

Quick
implementation is
needed. For
instance, use pilot
projects to try

develop
implementation
strategies)

to support implementation
place
- and put the info to
the
and see that support

involvment

of
Concretize the exchange
experience, e.g. through
site visits and personal
the
interactions to support
spread of best practicies

agers and
need to put
ndation to man
tives
Contrary policies,
Recomme
Cumulative
eﬀort into
better incen communication
some have more
rs: Toofcreate
weight - conﬂicts y make
impact
of the beneﬁts
polic
e.g. in MSFD in
of EMB
pressure for
ﬁsheries policies -

land-sea interaction
and life-cycle analysis
need to be included

longResources to support
term projects & monitoring
to have data and knowldge

Centralised, possibly
topical, citizen
science platform
driven by public
interest to lower the
thresholds for publis

other)

Financial
Resources are
mostly limited
to the relevant
sector

feeling ensure
ownership

policies

silos: national

plicies)

Plolicies not necessarily
but
contradictin, in line,
of the
rather the mandeate
authorities of those
implementing the policies
(fragmented regulation)
Bottleneck is enforcement

Go to speciﬁc
areas to try pilot
projects which
can then be
enlarged to wider
areas

hand out students'
theses to develop
pilots (quite quick,
cheap level to

rs, sectors
Actors, stakeholde

Breaking
should
targets and policies
BSAP
align with MSFD and
targets to ensure the
maritime uses drive

Silos need the be
broken down very
early, and broadly,
e.g. in schools. It
requires a shift in

Policies are targeting
speciﬁc ecosystem
components and
pressures - very
important for e.g.
climate change (lack
of holistic view in

agricultural
policies and
eutrophication)

understandable,
relatable goals EBM
to empower
stakeholders and a

Connecting
the EBM
managers
across
countries

International cooperation
for
still needed, but go
semismaller scale such as
enclosed areas. Baltic
lagoons could be a good
are
starting point as they
cross-border (e.g. Curonian
and Vistula lagoons)

Involve the
media to
change public
opinion

Deﬁne clear, easily

change curriculum to
include holistic
perspectives for
environment, make
education material
to
accessible and easy
grasp, and recognise
teachers as stakeholder

MSP already
deals with
multistakeholder
interests

cies:
funding agen
Recommendat
ing for
opriate fund
Ensure appr
ledge coocean literacy
tion & knowCommunication, education,
order
communica
decisions (in
sector-speciﬁc
ing
fund
in
Education on
education yes,
and narrow
uction
Also ecosystem
thinking prod
issues,
but where?
tives for this).
thinking, we need to
literacy for
university, of
to provide incen
rch, ocean
better cross
rethink the natural
linary resea
society? of
discipline and
in
ing interdicip
resource policy
fund
stakeholders? in
transboundary
l science.
schools?
comprehensive way
collaboration
involving socia
approaches are insuﬃcient
(e.g. .policy integration).

Baltic
Catchment
Stewardship

implementation

universities.

and mandates
drives silo
thinking
ion to

however horizontal

sometimes
contradictory

Budget: some
sectors have more
than others.
Diﬃculties in

ce
Collect eviden
of ﬁnancial
of
consequences
nce
political ignora
to scientiﬁc
tions
recommenda

Round Tables:
Live instead of
talk about
sustainability and
transdisciplinarity

civic
councils

larger scale projects
that combine the
expertise several
topics is needed to
account for the
needs for

need to share
information on
results of pilots
and test cases so
that they become
available

Joint vision on
high return on
investment of GES

Silo thinking starts
already at basic studies
at the universities so
holistic perspectives
in
need to be brought
alredy at the

Silos:diﬀerent
competences

the
Existing policies provide
framework for
these
implementation and
can be applied at diﬀerent
hierarchical scales,

economic

analyses/views to e.g.
measures and targets

targeted approach

Allocation of
resources
(time, money,
capacity)

and
Improved integration
communication across
disciplines at universities,
tools,
e.g. identify shared
approach and methids
use
across diciplines and
this as a basis for exploring
common ground

Good
networks are
needed requires
managers

Sectoral
management
needed, but missing
discussion on
tradeoﬀs (e.g.
ﬁshing - agriculture,
climate policies)

Increasing

multidisciplinary views
of the system increasing socio-

including land-sea
interacttion and lifecycle analysis in
decision making

Reconciling EU
legislation with
Baltic Sea regional
needs. Conﬂicting
interests

s

circumstance
across countries
in the region are

lack of cohesion
between policies.
SwAM is a good
example on how
to do it right
"helicopter view"

for

Start small and
scale up, to better
understand the
implications of
implementation

No silver bullet,
implementation
needs to be targeted
to each level, with a

speciﬁc themes

to
Implementation needs
be supported by clear

Transparency
power relationships
& internal issues,
agendas : e.g. by

Pooling knowledge:
Various sectors have
a wealth of
information that just
needs to be shared

required from policy
developers on the aspects,
why policies are not
accepted or implemented

also recognising human
views of the system
(holistic thinking hard!)

economical, society
development, etc.

Training of
managers
reinvented
(theoretical
and practical)

Empowering
holistic thinking to
certain groups,
while harnessing
information to

on
what
Help needed
(why are we doing it, Bring all stakeholders
to etc) as EBM
is the process
diﬀerent levels
together to put
is not necessarily an
implement -intuitive concept.pressure on all to act.
Stakeholders need to
agencies need to
part of the solution
be aware what
from the start
measures are for

which EMB
identify each level at
needs to be incorporated
action
(reserach, management
without
and policy) is crucial,e.g.
of EBM
acknoledging the needs
get the
in research we cannot
for
scientiﬁc basis needed
management

ﬁshers - scientists politicians
Policies are not connected
no
with real life, there is
feedback accepted or

translating the
scope of EBM
as a concept
into practical
management

Split of

responsibilities, e.g.,
in Poland where
three Ministries are
involved in marine

EMB needs to
be contextual,
it is dependent
on time and
on scale.

scales
Spatial and temporal
to
key in determining how
- but
implement policies

implemented,
there are diﬀerences
between countries -

stakeholder
education on
EBM matters,
ocean literacy

Awareness raising
and dissemination
of information
between
authorities and
citicens -

ﬁsheries - eutrophication
management)

EMB needs to be
contextual, but
there some shared
elements across the
boards, however
they might carry
varied weight.

solution: mandates
must address crosssectoral issues and
communicated to all

better
communication
between every
group of
stakeholders e.g.

acceptance and
in
knowledge of EBM
society is not high

cross-sectorally

Regulation
change is
slower than
ecologcal
degration

Expert bodies
are more siloed
than the
decision making
bodies- need

Scientiﬁc advice re marine
join
environment could
forces with other sectors/
(integrated advice re

Regional approach
should be
since

HELCOM:

Environment
educators needed
to reduce the gap
between scientists
and people

contextual information

Myths are
spread/knowledge
gaps are used to
couter
environmental
policies

ON
SILOS & LIMITED INTERACTI

- systematic
approach lacking

Focus on the
we
knowledge
have, not the
we
knowledge
don't have

authorities
nutrient reductions

ATIONS
REGIONAL CONSIDER
Involve more
to
scientiﬁc ﬁelds
not
work on EBM
natural
onlysimilar
challenges are
Starting across
expereinced
sciences.
There is a need
sciences.
regions.
with social

actions need
taken on a high
scale (e.g. pelagic
ers from
Involve stakehold
ﬁsheries)
to
the process
the start in
enable a better
between
communications
and
be
step-by-step does
policy and practice
Science could
mean things
notrequires
science, That
t
ranked with
SH involvmen
need to be
funding for
ications
commun
addressed in silos

in mind

MSP line of
thinking can be
opportunity of

Compromise is key.
Humans must be
viewed as a part of
the ecosystem and

Need to break silos
re
between policies (e.g.
and
common agriculture
policies), this

more realistic goals
for EBM are
beneﬁcial as they
need to be
implemented on a
very concrete level

how to overcome
the challenge of
short term cost over
long term beneﬁts
for implementing
EBM?

conditions
policies (e.g. re
climate change)

BSAP
update

funding

allow for practical
implementation

HELCOM: best
practice case
involving river based

GOALS & LITERACY

implementation

Foreseeing
future
in

EBM requires
longer policy cycle
than current
(elections after 4
years).

Science rarely
driven

policyand cooperation
is based on

acceptable
interphace between
the policy, scinence
and managemnt to

Participatory
processes

holistic
assessment

practice

New policies and
macro strategies:
Farm 2 Fork,
Green Deal.. that
are getting all
actors on board

started

for changes)

Scale

Education, ocean literacy,
building
communication, capacity

transparency in the
development of
current major
policies, involving all
stakeholders (e.g.
Farm2Fork, BSAP)

Umbrella
legislation across
sectors is needed
in order to get a
top down process

Finding gaps in
implementation
of policiesthrough e.g. the

and properly
account for how to
implement them in

(e.g. permit
applications etc)

Finding an

Better
environmental
context and science
for better policies
and adequate
measures

periodical/cyclic in nature

ones

eﬀects of relavant
actors

nt of
Get more involveme
policy
people with
e
experience/expertis of
identiﬁcation
involved in
design of
research topics,
ic
projects //Academ
funders.
instituions and

aspects/ local
themes

strategies to
New
tion
support restora
and
of collapsed
unstable
of)
(components
ems.
marine ecosyst

Ensuring data
compatibility
between sources
ng
(EIA, monitori
programmes)

Too many groups
/ mails to stay
engaged - lots of

es
science disciplin
data and /WG.
Inviting social
HELCOM
to join
monitoring:ental
Nature/environm
bility,
t to
accessa
is not suﬃcien
knowledge , long time
s
enough
targets as measure
achieve the series. people. We
nted by
are impleme
nd peoples
Data ﬂows
need to understa
l for behavior
potentia
and
mind
change.

therefore:
training of
citizens?

and EU member
Making Russian
and
ng systems
states monitori
Some
compatible.
indicators more
d (like
be compare
data cannot
or nondlPCBs)
sediment mercury

Lobby for
s
research result
requires
adequate
ion
communicat

Budget for
communication
is needed

in
engading industry
and
data collection
knowledge

Citizen science
to
data - diﬃcult
evaluate for
robustnes

speciﬁc: Apply
To be more
actions for
for EU COST
and exchange
networking
travel budget
and include
already in
for stakeholders
porject proposals

We need an
ing of
understand
of
pros and cons
nt
EBM in diﬀere

m
create a platfor
for systematic
monitoring
s,
(diﬀerent specie
al
environment
parameters)

on ﬁsh
Lack of data
in rivers/
migration routes
area (we don't
catchement
manage
know how to
nce of
salmon). Importa
for ﬁsh
migration routes
production

together.

for
approach and
enough funding
of SH in
involvement
s
the
co-designing
communication
project
but the
in projects,
to be
scientist need
not to
involved so
xity
major
loose the comple Necessary to be

people
resources - who connect
science and
ni
managers/admi
strators

training
compulsory
in
for scientist
science
and
communication
work
in how policy

tors

What is "good
enough status"?
Where to draw
the limit between
good and bad.

"good
Deﬁnition of
status
or good enough
also want to
given that we
ure, ﬁshing,
have agricult
Usually not
shipping etc.
lds.
sharp thresho

involved parties
(policy makers,
society, etc.)

Policy related solution
Policies need to be
developed with an
EBM vision in mind

Setting up an
inter-ministerial
and cluster
taskforce to deal
with EBM at the
national level

educational
reform needed
(to make way

to BSAP?

Funding is in place
for science but the
legislation and
policy aspects are
not supporting this

If funding for
implementation
not in place (e.g.
on monitoring),
can't achieve
goals

Lack of science and
knowledge on the
governance issues:
how to get science
results as fast as
possible to policy

Responsibilities
are not placed on
and explained to

We are missing
managers to
put
stakeholders

e for
A prerequisit
is an
the funding
interdisciplinary

Courses
during
undergraduate
or graduate
studies

Academia must
,
reward dialogue
etc.
cooperation
part of
This must be
funding
your career.
needed.
and time is

term
By mgnt: long
sectoral
ecosystem/crossplans
management
based
including scenarios
advice
on scientiﬁc

crossorganizational
thinking is needed
, focus usually on
retentin of power

climate change

Time is running
out: We should
not wait for EBM
implementation

citizen Action recommendations project?
science

diﬀerent moduls

status" -

time-bound,
, big &
comprehensive
open urban
data on a
environment
pal) level
local (munici

Time is an issue: we
do not have enough
time to implement
EBM and strengthen
resilience of BS,
such as in light of

Only looking
at the big
goal impedes
reaching it

eﬃciency.

enough

clarify the
of
ralationship
EBA to the
principle of
ble
aina
sust
development

shared
responsibility

Timescales of
regulations to
come into
place (often
slow)

Success control, all
measures need to
be regurlay
evaluated with
respect to
eﬀectvness and

nt of ecosystem
Improveme
modelling

science on
why
governance;
nt and
are importa
progressive
objectives not
reached?

improved. Bridge
needs to be
interaction
ts.
Science- policy
akers and scientis
between policym
How to do that?
working groups.
groups, city
stakeholders
, cooperation
Identify key
1. Create clusters
is important..
these groups
a committment.
Financing of
task force, get
industry, NGO,
and create a
: private sector,
involved
groups
2. Get other
general public.
towards it.
n goal. Work
3. Set a commo

scale pilots
starting small
together
on new activities
and
with scientists
entrepeneurs

ess is
In which proc
nce
more/new scie
needed?

is
is produced
How science
one directional
key to EBM,
ion blocks
communicat
e/cotrue dialogu
progress, a
is needed
production

systems

to be
science has
; know
understandable
perhaps be
its role, but
leads to
braver? This
(makers
science-policy
interaction
and others)

A lot of activities are
not possible to do in
their current format
under EBM,
e.g.bottom trawling.

ILITY
ACTORS & RESPONSIB

lack of
inclusion of
local actors

Expecting
'others' to react,
no feeling of

we need to
avoid stictly
having top
down control

Collaborations
through joint

te
Taking clima
change into
account in
management

pathways to
Scenarios target
sectoral
- SSP for crossevaluation
part of
e.g. make this
or 2 speciﬁc
HOLAS III (1
questions for
ts)
management/targe

Group
C

the board
add them to
press "N" or
For sticky notes,
left.
menu to your
the text will
from the main
sticky note,
content to a
You do not
When adding
you type along.
y shrink as
automaticall
your note.
e the size of
own menu
need to increas
will make its
note
sticky
a
ties such
Clicking on
the note's proper
can change
pop-up. You
as colour there.

data
Additional
More codata
operation on
ing
sharing includ
HELCOM, ICES
and national
agencies

- performancebased measures

TIMESCALES

gaps
Other science

ry principle
Precautiona
deﬁne
The need to
a diﬀerent
priorities on
with
scales. Problem
beneﬁts
assessing the
related to
from actions
EBM

Group
B

s
urgent to addres
gaps that are
ant science
data and tools
(1) other import
le knowledge,
already availab
and (2) other
used for EBM.
that could be

types of data
and use new
es? Which
better access
How can we
ing human activiti
EBM, i.e. manag
missing, in which
required for
are currently
s)?
and analyses
Which action(
types of data
contribute?
What can science
processes?

ses (e.g. in
diﬀerent proces
in practice in
practical
What is lacking
assessment,
le?
, ecosystem
tionary princip
target setting
ent the precau
n) to implem
s) ?
implementatio
Which action(
contribute?
What can science

Group
A

to access the
The main menu
your left. An
should be to
g
functionalities
when selectin
will pop-up
additional menu
the main menu.
an item from
the board to
" or click on
Press "space
move it around
g wheel of
use the scrollin
either
use
To zoom,
or "-" keys, or
, press the "+"
your mouse
menu.
your
the navigation
should be to
tion menu
The naviga
adjust the
There, you can
bottom right.
section etc.
to a speciﬁc
zoom, jump
press "shift".
le elements,
items,
le
To select multip
nts, select multip
To group eleme
pop-up menu
objects" in the
then "group
can undo your
last move? You
Cancel your
using the arrows
"Ctrl"+"Z" or
actions with
.
the window
at the top of

Multitude of
sectors, large
complexity
despite mapping
of stakeholders
and issues
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Main take-aways
Policy
•
•

•
•

•

Break down the silos – improve
cross-sectoral management
Communication, education, ocean
literacy – using media, additional
educators, at universities, targeted
both at policy makers and the general
public
Improve EBM process for increased
ownership and stakeholder
participation
Connect EBM to
upstream/terrestrial areas and place
a stronger focus on land-sea
interaction
Stronger role for HELCOM:
Formulation of clear policies, goals
and recommendations on EBM

Science
•

•

•

Science-practice collaboration needs
to be improved! Funding for
stakeholder involvement, knowledge
co-production, citizen science etc.
Engage sectors (including industry) in
collecting data and improve
knowledge. Create collaboration
arenas.
Ask for holistic advice! Long-term
ecosystem management plans.
Socioecological scenarios as part of
HOLAS III. Assess social and economic
impacts of plans and activities,
involving social scientists
We know enough to act!

Society
•

•
•

•

Start implementing a few key
actions in BSAP as pilots to
implement EBM. On smaller scale,
leading to identify structural issues
and organizational need
Develop communication about the
benefits of EBM
Raise the responsibility of EBM for
instance to the level of prime
ministers’ offices to change power
dynamics and strengthen mandates
Change how funding is channelled to
increase participation, plus allow for
more outreach work in regard to
science

Requested action
The Meeting is invited to take note of the
HSC2021 outcome and to provide further
guidance on how to proceed with the results
of the workshop.

